Program Repair Bot
A program repair bot is an artificial agent that tries to synthesize source code patches. It analyzes bugs and produces patches, which support human developers in software maintenance. A program repair bot is potentially disruptive, because it has always been assumed that only humans can fix bugs. Repair bots can (partially) replace human developers for bug-fixing tasks.
When a bot tries to achieve a task usually done by humans, it is known as a human-competitive task [2] . The empirical evaluations of program repair research show that current program repair systems are able to synthesize patches for real bugs in real programs [3] . However, all those patches were synthesized for past bugs-those fixed by human developers in the past, usually years ago. While this indicates that automatic program repair is feasible, it is not human-competitive.
Human-Competitiveness
To demonstrate that program repair is human-competitive, a program repair bot has to find a good patch before a human does so. Pragmatically, that means the repair system must produce good patches in minutes, not days. Not all correct patches are good enough to be accepted by human developers, for example because they do not match the programming style. Also, the patch generated by the bot must be functionally correct compared to a patch written by a human. Note that there are patches that look correct from the test case point of view, yet that are incorrect (this is known as overfitting patches in the literature [3, 4] ). This gives us two criteria for a patch to be human-competitive: 1. the bot synthesizes the patch faster than the human developer, and 2. the human developer judges the patch to be good enough to merge into the code base.
There is one more aspect to consider. It has been shown that human engineers do not accept contributions from bots as readily as contributions from other humans, even if they are strictly identical [5] . Humans tend to be more tolerant of errors from human colleagues than from machines. This prejudice would impede our quest for a human-competitiveness proof of program repair (see Table 1 ). To overcome this problem, we decided early in the project that our bot, which we called "Repairnator," would propose patches under a fake human identity. We created a GitHub user, called Luc Esape, presented as a software engineer in our research lab. Luc has a profile picture and looks like a junior developer, eager to make open-source contributions on GitHub. Now the human developer will not have an anti-machine reaction on receiving a patch proposal from Repairnator. This camouflage is required to test our scientific hypothesis of human-competitiveness. Luc's identity has now been disclosed.
Automatic Repair and Continuous Integration
Continuous integration, aka CI, is the idea that a server compiles the code and runs all tests for each commit made in the version control system of a software project (e.g. Git). In CI parlance, there is a build for each commit. A build contains the information about the source code snapshot used (e.g. a reference to a Git commit), the result of compilation and test execution (e.g. fail or success), and an execution trace log. A build fails if compilation fails or at least one test case fails. Approximately one out of four builds fail; test failure is the most common cause.
Repairnator automatically generates patches that repair build failures and shows them to human developers; a success occurs when a human developer accepts them as valid contributions to the code base. These successes would be evidence of human-competitiveness in program repair.
The setup for comparing Repairnator with human developers resembles a Turing test. When a test failure occurs in a build process, both the human developer and the bot are notified at exactly the same time. At that moment a human-bot competition begins. Repairnator is a new member of a larger class of intelligent bots for maintaining software [6] . Facebook has a tool called SapFix that repairs bugs found with automated testing [7] . DARPA's Cyber Grand Challenge (CGC) motivated the creation of very sophisticated bots for computer security [8] . The bots in that challenge had to be autonomous agents of two kinds: attackers, which found vulnerabilities, and defenders, which repaired vulnerabilities. Repairnator differs from the CGC defender bots two ways: Repairnator targets functional bugs, while CGC bots target security vulnerabilities; and Repairnator proposes source code patches (Java) to the developers, while CGC bots applied binary matches in machine-level code (x86).
Repairnator in a Nutshell
In 2017-2018, we designed, implemented, and operated Repairnator. The bot specializes on repairing build failures during continuous integration, focusing on failures due to broken tests. It constantly monitors thousands of builds on the Travis continuous integration (CI) platform and analyzes their corresponding commits. Every minute, it launches new repair attempts in order to fix bugs before the human developer. It is designed for speed because otherwise it cannot be human-competitive.
Let us now give an overview of how the Repairnator bot works.
The primary inputs of Repairnator are continuous integration builds, triggered by commits made by developers on GitHub projects-top part of the figure, (a) and (b). The outputs of Repairnator are two-fold: 1. it automatically produces patches for repairing builds (g), if any; 2. it collects valuable data for future program repair research (h) and (k). Repairnator monitors all continuous activity from GitHub projects (c). The CI builds (d) are given as input to a three-stage pipeline: 1. a first stage collects and analyzes CI build logs (e); 2. a second stage aims at locally reproducing the build failures that have happened on CI (f); and 3. a third stage runs different program repair prototypes coming from the latest academic research. When a patch is found, a Repairnator project member performs a quick sanity check, in order to avoid wasting valuable time of open-source developers (i). If she finds that the patch looks like a human fix (and not artificial, convoluted or surprising code), she then proposes it to the original developers of the project (j). This suggestion is done under the form of a "pull request," which is the name for a proposed code modification by an external contributor. The developers then follow their usual process of code-review and merge. Interested readers can find more details in the publications listed in the bibliography. Repairnator focuses on repairing Java software, built with the Maven toolchain, in open-source projects hosted on GitHub, using the Travis CI platform. The fixes are generated by the Nopol [9] , Astor [10] , and NpeFix [11] algorithms. Nopol is based on dynamic analysis and code synthesis with SMT, Astor on the GenProg algorithm [12] , and NpeFix analyzes null pointer exceptions in Java, the most common exception type.
Expedition Achievements
We have been operating Repairnator since January 2017, in three different phases. In January 2017, we performed a pilot experiment with an initial version of the prototype. From February through December 2017, we ran Repairnator with a fixed list of projects that we called "Expedition #1." From January through June 2018, Repairnator monitored the Travis CI build stream in real time; the projects it analyzed were called "Expedition #2."
The main goal of the pilot experiment was to validate our design and initial implementation. We found our prototype performs approximately 30 repair attempts per day. This pilot experiment validated our core technological assumptions: A significant proportion of popular open-source projects use Travis, and the majority of them use Maven as build technology. This meant we would have a fair chance of reaching our goal of synthesizing a human-competitive patch in that context. During Expedition #1 [13] , Repairnator analyzed builds and found patches that could make the CI build successful. However, our patch analysis revealed none of those patches were human-competitive because they came too late or were of low quality. The most common cause of low quality was the limitation that a patch repairs only one buggy input. Expedition #2 was more successful. Repairnator ran repair attempts and drafted 102 patches (available at http://l.4open.science/aa). Of those patches , Repairnator suggested 12 patches to the open-source developers, all available online. Of the 12, the developers accepted five as human-competitive. Information about those five milestone patches are shown in Table 1 . and we now discuss the first of them. The first patch merged by our program repair bot was accepted by a human developer on January 12, 2018.
Here is the story: On the 12th at 12:28 p.m., a build was triggered on project aaime/geowebcache (http://l.4open.science/ab). The build failed after two minutes of execution, because two test cases were in error. Forty minutes later, at 1:08 p.m., Repairnator detected the failing build during its regular monitoring, and started to run the available program repair systems. Ten minutes later, at 1:18 p.m., it found a patch. At 1:35 p.m., a Repairnator team member validated the proposed patch for well-formedness. At 2:10 p.m., the developer accepted the patch, and merged it with a comment: "Weird, I thought I already fixed this... maybe I did in some other place. Thanks for the patch!" That was the first patch produced by Repairnator and accepted as a valid contribution by a human developer, definitively merged into the code base. In other words, Repairnator was human-competitive for the first time.
After six more months of operation, Repairnator had processed 6,173 failures and drafted 12 patches, of which five accepted and merged by human developers. We reproduce verbatim below the patch for the software application Ditto. This automatic patch adds a precondition to guard a statement responsible for a crash. The condition of the precondition is synthesized with the Nopol program repair algorithm [9] There were two reasons that the other seven proposed patches were not accepted. There was no answer from the owner, probably because the project did not accept external contributions; or the owner asks for more changes in the code, which is out-of-reach of Repairnator's capabilities.
Overall, the Repairnator project has fulfilled its mission. It demonstrated program repair can be humancompetitive-patches of good quality delivered before humans themselves found patches.
The Future
This early experiment is a proof-of-concept that human-competitive patches can be generated automatically. We believe automatic program repair can become common and generate large cost savings in software development.
Our early experiment produced five accepted patches for 6,173 failures. Obviously, this is not serious relief to human developers making patches. But given there are on the order 12 million bugs detected globally at an average cost of $400 per fix, the potential is large and even the acceptance rate we observed in our experiment represents a savings of $3.8 million globally.
With the current growth of active research in that area, bots will get ever better at bug fixing and the success rate of automatic repairs will steadily raise over the next few years. Funding agencies and calls, such as DARPA's MUSE, are providing opportunities for more research in this area.
Of course, there is a limit. Some bugs cannot be fixed without deep algorithmic or architectural understanding. Such bugs will remain out of reach for automatic repair for the foreseeable future.
As they become more common and more successful, repair bots will work side by side. Repair bots will fix the easiest bugs, which are larger in number, leaving the toughest repairs for humans. In between, we expect a gray area of bugs where bots will propose a partial fixes and humans will complete the jobs. This can work the other way around too: Humans could make initial fixes and repair bots would examine and validate them [14] . Automatic bug fixing may have an impact on the psychology of programmers. Developers could become sloppier because they would count on bots to catch stupid mistakes. We take a more optimistic view: Repairs bots will remove a tedious part of software development. Given the current shortage of software developers, which is going to last, making software development more attractive, more creative, and more fun again would be an excellent byproduct of automatic bug fixing.
In addition to showing program repair is human competitive, the Repairnator project has provided a wealth of information about bugs and continuous integration, which is made available for the research community. 
